Beware the bogus IRS

Most people have seen bogus emails purported to be from the executors of the
estate of Nigerian princes or other obscure foreign notables who want to give them
millions of dollars, and sometimes they get bogus calls telling them they can win a
lottery sweepstakes or receive debt relief.
But apparently one of the most effective and dangerous telephone scams these days
involves what appears to be a call from the Internal Revenue Service. The phone
rings, and a very aggressive person on the other end of the line tells you that you
owe money to the IRS. This debt, you are told, must be paid promptly through a
pre-loaded debit card or wire transfer. If you refuse to cooperate (as, of course,
you should), you’re threatened with arrest, suspension of a driver’s license or
revocation of a business license. In the case of recent immigrants, the caller may
also threaten deportation.
In the most sophisticated calls, the scammer may know (and recite) the last four
digits of your Social Security number, and may even use electronic spoofing to
make it appear on your phone’s caller ID that the calling number comes from IRS
headquarters. A bogus follow-up email may be sent to support the bogus call, or
sometimes a follow-up call from an individual who is pretending to be from the
local police or the Department of Motor Vehicles.
The goal, of course, is to scare you out of your wits—enough so that you’ll make a
payment so the federal authorities will go away and leave you alone. In all, the
IRS says that 5,000 victims have collectively paid over $26.5 million to bogus IRS
scammers.
A more recent version of the scam involves a less aggressive phone call from
somebody pretending to be an IRS agent, who says he or she wants to verify your
tax information so your forms can be processed. The scam artists say they’re
looking at your tax return, and need a few additional. The goal is to get you to
give up personal information such as your Social Security number, bank numbers
or credit card information that can then be used for identity theft scams.
The IRS has assured the public that it never, ever asks for credit card information
over the phone, and it never requests prepaid debit card or wire transfer payments.
It never asks for you to divulge personal information by phone or email, or

demands payments without giving you an opportunity to appeal the amount they
say you owe.
If you receive a call that threatens police action and demands immediate payment,
that is a certain indication that the caller does not represent the IRS. Generally
taxpayers who have a legitimate tax issue are contacted by mail.
If you receive one of these bogus calls, you can report the incident to the Treasury
Inspector General at 800-366-4484. And if you get an email that purports to be
from the IRS, make sure you don’t click on any attachments. Instead, forward the
email, in its entirety, to phishing@IRS.gov.
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